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Sekhmet Agaden-ae Saweyal

Sekhmet Agaden-ae Saweyal is a player character played by Sageshooter.

Sekhmet Agaden-ae Saweyal

Species & Gender: Female Tsumi
Date of Birth: 16日 8月 YE 24
Organization: Tsumi Main Fleet
Occupation: Infantry

Rank: Soldier
Current Placement: Tsumi Main Fleet

Physical Description

Standing at an imposing 360 centimeters, Sekhmet cuts a rather intimidating figure. Her need to be the
biggest, the strongest, fastest and best has driven her to improve her physical condition to near
perfection. Ear length grey hair that she has pushed up into a small mohawk, blue eyes that seem to
have a predatory glint to them, and scars around her mouth, nose and eyes that show years of scraping
and fighting for her place amongst her fellow soldiers, her entire demeanor shows she knows her place is
at the top. Her horns are roughly 80 cm long, spiraling backwards before they turn in just a bit.
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Personality

Since a young age, she hated the life her parents gave her. Rich, priveleged, everything handed on a
silver platter, she yearned to prove that she was worthy of what she was given. Her parents, who were
born into their wealth always told her this was just how life was. They were in the right to live in such a
way and it grated at her every nerve. She enlisted in the military at the age of 14 with the rest of the
involuntary enlistees from the poor sectors. She was bound and determined to rise through the ranks to
prove that she deserved what she got. This tends to get her into more fights then it should as she feels
that she can't back down from a fight no matter what and tends to get her in her share of trouble, but
through it has proved she doesn't look down on those from the poor sectors.

History

Sekhmet was born into the well off family of Agden, born in the city of Saweyal and instantly disliked her
families outlook on life. Her parents tried to teach her that everything given to her was for a reason, and
that was because she was inherintly better then those below her. They had always been rich, because
their parents, and their parents, and so on and so forth had been rich for however long they could
remember. But this idea, of being better for the sake of it always grated at the girl who rebelled as soon
as she could. At the age of ten she was already larger then most of those her age, an early bloomer some
would say, and she used that physical disparity to enforce her place at the top. Not content though to
simply rest of her god given size and talents, she enlisted at the age of 14 after running away to prove
that she could do anything that anyone else could, and climb the ranks from the muck and mud
alongside the poor people to a place of power. She's already been enlisted for two years and has the
proof from the fights and scrapes she went through as she had to prove herself to those who had to
enlisted involuntarily, and prove to herself that even amongst her people, she was an apex predator.

Skills Learned

Fighting - Having enlisted at an early age and even before that finding fighting to be something she
enjoyed, Sekhmet has found she is very good at fighting. Most martial weapons find an easy use in
her hands, working toward almost triple weilding with three of her four arms. She enjoys most any
form of combat and especially enjoying hand-to-hand fighting.
Physical - Usually able to be found in some form of training even during her off time to push herself
to be her absolute best, Sekhmet is strong to say the least, and can last quiet a while. Even though
her tolerance to pain is something that could be worked on a bit ( at least in her mind) it is
something she is constantly working on.
Survival - She enlisted with the grunts, deciding to work her way up from the bottom, and as such
have learned to survive in a multitude of environments.
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Social Connections

Sekhmet Agaden-AE Saweyal is connected to:

Mother - Nut Agden-Ae Saweyal

Father - Tawret Agden-Ae Saweyal

Inventory & Finance

Sekhmet Agaden-AE Saweyal has the following:

Standard issue clothing and equipment

OOC Information

This page was created by sageshooter on 11, 12 2018 at 14:04 using the Character Template Form.

In the case sageshooter becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? No
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Sekhmet Agaden-ae Saweyal
Character Owner Sageshooter
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Plots Tsumi main fleet
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
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